
 

Chapter Board horosCope  
Work together to execute all goals that will strengthen the chapter as a whole in all areas.

 
S’ganit—I would like to work with the S’ganit to include chapter members’ 
input on dates of  activities, so the calendar is inclusive of  all of  our members. I 
would also want to leave space on the calendar for girls to plan programs they may 
not have been assigned to.
Mit-Moms—Our Mit intake night is critical to the strength of  our chapter.  I’d 
like to help support our Mit-Moms to make our intake activity rotation the best it 
can be, along with any other activities they come up with. 
Sh’licha—This term we could help everyone explore those opportunities in the 
community that align with their passions and interests. I would like to help the 
Sh’licha in reaching out to foundations such as JSSA, Emily’s Entourage, NAMI, 
or UMTTR for involvement. I’d also like to continue our interactive havdallah’s, 
which many of  us found meaningful.
Gizborit—I’ve also been thinking about an idea for the Gizborit. Since we use 
a few stores frequently for programs and events, I’d like to see if  we can come up 
with a way that they will give us discounts on supplies. I’d also like to sell wearables 
at international and regional events, which has brought in lots of  money to the 
chapter in the past.
Katvanit—To help strengthen the chapter, the Katvanit might want to work 
with the Sunshine Girl to reach those girls who have not been as active as seen 
on attendance records. I would also encourage a program on ISF for us to better 
appreciate our religious freedoms.
Mazkirah—I would like to encourage and work with the Mazkirah to make our 
website more engaging and fun to use.
Safrani(o)t—The Garfie Grapevine can be a great way to keep us engaged, 
and I would like to work with the safranit to keep the publication on a regular 
schedule and to include more of  our member’s ideas for themes and submissions.
Sunshine Girl—I would like to help guide this girl, if  she would like and help 
her recognize her importance in keeping our members coming back, and reaching 
out to those who may not be as active.
Parliamentarian—It’s human nature for teen girls to talk. Let’s incorporate our 
discussions into our activities and programs while using fun incentives to keep down the 
rowdiness.  If  the Parliamentarian(s) are not comfortable asking older members to 
simmer down, I will help them build confidence.
Butt Muncher—To help our Ahavah chapter spirit spread beyond our room, 
I’ll work with the Butt Muncher(s) to get the whole chapter spirited and use the 
spirit to unite us.
Madricha—Make sure she remains active and involved in the chapter’s success…
NEVER HESITATE to call her for help.

Members Horoscope

It’s your turn to write a horoscope. (Ideas? Suggestions? for this term)

N’siah Horoscope
dependable ✯ determined ✯ loyal ✯ encouraging

a Challenge board to try to bring something new for their position

c Fund members to attend conventions

b
 Make kickoff  a weekend full of  interactive, fun events, not just a 

       sleepover (include maybe a paint war, and disney shabbat)

d
 Have Ahavah spirit week to push recruitment on social media by  

        advertising the love in Ahavah on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook

f  Continue taking suggestions for meeting themes

g  Board Kid-nap (legal to drive others)

h
  Pen Pal system with another chapter in BBYO for feedback and        

        ideas for Ahavah and our members

i  Bring back Rachel Smith Memorial Dog Walk

j
   Guide board members and help them execute their goals and  

        ideas throughout the term
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Chapter
 
Parliamentarian FT ’12
Safranit ST ’13
Gizborit FT ’13
MIT-Mom ST ’14 
Jewish Heritage Chair FT ‘13
Puffy Painting Chair ST ’13
Gizborit Chair ST ’13
Education chair FT ‘13
CLTI ’11, ’12*, 14#
Chapter Convention ’12’ 13* ’14
Senior Banquet ‘12 ’13
Sisterhood and Spirit Sleepover ’12 ’13’14#
Mother Daughter Shabbat FT ’11

Mother Daughter Brunch ST ’12
Ice Breaker Chair Ft’ 12
Social Chair FT’ 12
Writing Committee ST ’12 ‘13  FT ’12 ’13 ‘14
Spirit Committee ST ’12 
AUTS ST ’13* 14^
Havdallah Chair FT ’14
Sisterhood programming Chair FT ’14

Council and International
 
CLTC 6 2013
ILTC 2014^
Impact Pittsburgh 2013

IC’13 ’14 ‘15^
ECK’12 ‘14
RLTI ‘13
Spirit Day ‘12’13’14
Council Convention ’13
GCR Latke Ball ‘14^
Sweetheart Heartthrob ‘13 ‘14
Abe Pollin’s Sweetheart FT ’14 ST ’15
Kickoff  Dance ST’12 ‘14’15^ FT’12 ’13 ’14
Council Execs ST’13’14 FT’13
Pool Closeout ‘12’13 ’14 ‘15^
NRE IC Glow Party
Active Member since FT ‘11!!!

My Sister B’Nai B’rith Girls, 
 Our chapter, Ahavah, is associated with the year of  the pig, its founding in 
1983. Pigs have frequent dinner parties and social activities. Does that sound like 
us? They are diligent, sympathetic, and generous. To me, that sounds like us. 2015 
is the year of  the sheep, which is our future.  It’s about being creative, determined, 
and compassionate, and it says we can be better. Now that I have had experiences 
both on and off  board, I would like an opportunity to serve in a role that I believe 
is the most effective position to give back. I would like to bring together the chapter 
to execute this idea of  creativity, determination and compassion. Let’s use what 
we have discussed, and seen in videos and like our horoscope says, be creative. 
We can place our creativity into collectively coming up with crazy themes for 
the Safraniot, as well as the Mazkirah for potential interactive activities on our 
chapter website. Creativity amongst the members can come about in programs 
and community service. We can place our zodiacs destiny of  determination into 
thriving as a chapter. As an ox I am determined to make this term unforgettable. 
Let’s start out with a weekend full of  activities for kickoff, not just a sleepover.  

We can have a paint war, we can do a Disney themed Shabbat, but I would like 
to hear your ideas. I would like to continue with taking suggestions for meeting 
themes. I want to encourage more chapter hangouts and inter-grade bonding. Let’s 
have ahavah spirit week on social media to reinforce that the sisterhood we have 
in this room really is something amazing to be a part of. This isn’t about me, it is 
about us, Ahavah. Join with me. Let’s look to our future as zodiac sheep, a term full 
of  creativity, determination, and compassion towards one another. Join with me as 
pigs, and lets bring in the year of  the sheep.

With undying love for Ahavah BBG #2289 and each and every one of  you
I forever remain

Erica Michelle Slater
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* Denotes Steered / ^ Denotes Future / # Denotes Coordinated


